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Thanks so much for the input so far, much appreciated ..
1) Long accurate casts into the wind ‘scare’ me as I’ve on fished about 10 – 15 times since I took this up @
the intro jam you guys held. Long and accurate is not in my vocabulary right now. Don’t mind getting skunked
once in awhile BUT DO NOT want to go out there with NO SHOT at landing any fish because of my experience
and level

2) All the research I have done, like many have said, looks f’en awesome. Will def go the guide route if I do it.
I noticed that some are on the bay and others creeks and canals for snook and tarpon where you blind cast for
snook and tarpon … do you guys think the creeks and canals would be more enjoyable understanding
my experience and level?

3) @ sandfly said there seems to be guides for blues, redfish, baby tarpon,ladyfish, as well as snapper, grouper,
barracuda, etc .. going to read up a lil b4 I ask questions but in general … are they less challenging than bones?

4) @Fishidiot .. not discouraging and I appreciate your candor.
Getting skunked is one thing but going out and having no shot at hooking, landing and/or casting close to the
fish is another. I just started this gig and know my limitations, which can change by the winter time. Not going
to head as far south as I’d like to, used to dive the keys a lot, as key Biscayne is the farthest south I’ll go. Do
you know any spots from Key Biscayne north?

Quote:
Aafishinado wrote:
Don't chicken out - not that hard - great fun!

When all is said and done this is very tempting

